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5. **Objective and Scope of the Research Investigation (Approx. 500 words)**:
   Cloud Computing know as on demand computing is a concept which provides computing as a service, where shared resources and information are provided to computers and other devices on-demand. It is a model for enabling ubiquitous, on-demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources. Cloud computing, or "the cloud", also focuses on maximizing the effectiveness of the shared resources. Cloud resources are usually not only shared by multiple users but are also dynamically reallocated per demand. This approach helps maximize the use of computing power while reducing the overall cost of resources by using less power, air conditioning, rack space, etc. to maintain the system. With cloud computing,
multiple users can access a single server to retrieve and update their data without purchasing licenses for different applications. In recent times there has been a lot of debate that computing can be provided as a 5th utility after electricity, water, telephone and gas. With the advancements in technology and implementation of IT in every sector irrespective of its characteristics or scale, there is a growing demand for organizations to turn to cloud computing. However there are many challenges which are faced by various types of organizations to bring the benefits of cloud computing to its maximum. Education sector especially higher education sector can yield lot of benefits from the concept of Cloud Computing, however it is imperative to do a consistent research to make it reality in near future. It is very necessary to make Cloud Computing service architecture more appropriate to educational institutions so that Cloud Computing may be adapted by various educational establishments throughout the world.

It is going to be very beneficial for organizations to gain from the features of cloud computing, however it is also very essential to keep the cloud implementations and service models specific to the type of the organization so that a better service can be provided to the organizations of different characteristics. The service model should be designed considering the requirements of a particular type of organization. Similarly in higher education institutions there is a requirement of a service model that can meet the requirements of higher education institutions like colleges and universities. Cloud computing has got a lot of scope in educational institutions, a service model suitable for an educational institution is a key to make cloud computing successful and acceptable in a broader manner by educational establishments. There is certainly
a research gap which needs to be filled i.e. a clear understanding of the features of a typical educational establishment (especially a higher education institute, University or a professional college) and then using this knowledge to device and design a service model that would be more appropriate and beneficial to educational establishments.

This research is intended to provide appropriate service architecture for higher educational establishments so as to yield maximum benefits from cloud implementation in higher educational institutions, this research proposes Learning Resources as a Service (LaaS). This service architecture specifically keeps the requirements of higher educational establishments in consideration and provides services, applications and software appropriate and useful for higher education establishments. The use of new service architecture would ease the implementation challenges for information technology resources in the institutions. This research is also intended to provide significant challenges which are faced to implement cloud computing in higher education establishments in Oman and India and recommendations and future course of action.

Technology assisted learning is becoming a norm nowadays and most of the educational establishments all over the world are implementing learning management systems, content management systems, virtual networks and virtual machines to support student learning. In modern era of education, educational establishments are even implementing private clouds for enhanced student experience. Although many educational institutions, colleges and universities have successfully deployed and embedded educational technology, many of them are still lacking in many aspects. The aim of this research is to
study the impact of educational technology on educational establishments in Oman, this study also emphasizes on the improvements that are due to enhance educational technology to yield more and more benefits for students in Oman. This research also studies current and future impact of cloud computing on educational technology. Information and Communication Technologies are narrowly integrated for ultimate business solutions in the modern era. Cloud computing is one of such areas which has been frequently debated and thoroughly researched in the recent past and still has lot of scope for research and development. Cloud computing has become a buzz word when future solutions for IT are discussed. This research will study the current features and facilities provided by cloud computing for education in Oman and future possibilities in cloud computing for educational establishments.

6. **Proposed Methodology (Approx. 200 words):**

Research Methodology provides a systematic approach and steps for a research problem, research methodologies are of different types and are mutually exclusive which means each type of methodology can be adapted exclusively for a single research problem. Research methodologies applied to one research problem may significantly vary with one which is applied to some other research problem. Characteristics of problem in hand generally derive which of methodology should be adapted.

Cloud computing, also known as on-demand computing, is an internet-based computing, where shared resources and information are provided to computers and other devices on-demand. It is a model for enabling ubiquitous, on-demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (Hassan 2014). The services of Cloud computing are
being utilized in the education sector especially in higher education. This research work is a mere effort to provide a slightly better approach to facilitate educational establishments with a more suitable cloud architecture which completely meets their requirements. The methodologies adapted for this research work are varying; this research work uses exploratory methodology as it is an applied research. Moreover qualitative and quantitative methods are followed to understand the exact research gap. The inputs in this case will be collected from various stake holders in higher education across Sultanate of Oman and India. The inputs will be collected from various experienced academicians, teachers in higher education, technicians and lab instructors. Academic administrators can also contribute a lot as far as inputs to this research work are concerned. The sample data will be collected by following the Random/probability sampling design. The optimum sample size is considered to be 10:1 however in this case as the data has be collected from large number of educational institutions across Oman and India it becomes very difficult to meet the sample size requirements especially in India. The sample size of 10:1 will be followed in Oman and educational establishments Rajasthan.
Cloud computing in the recent past has created a significant impact on various spheres and fields and education sector is not going to be an exception. Cloud Computing promises to provide computing service similar to any other utility service like electricity, water and internet. Cloud Computing provides various service models which provide different types of cloud services to its tenants based on their requirements. Three well known service models of Cloud Computing are Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). Cloud tenants usually choose any or all of these services based on their requirements and are usually available on “pay as you use” bases i.e. you need to pay for the service depending upon the level of use. These basic service architectures of course provide computing services to various organizations however in many of the organizations appropriate services are not delivered as per the requirements of a particular organization. As for example in case of higher education institutions, these service models can provide Infrastructure, platform and software services however the development and deployment of Information Systems relevant to the higher education institution is still to be done by the higher education establishment availing the cloud services. The deployment of e.g. a Learning Management System (LMS) or e.g. the Student Information System (SIS) needs to be done by the educational institution itself. This is one the reasons which creates hindrance for acceptance of cloud computing in many organizations as the service architectures are not comprehensive. This research work proposes service architecture in cloud computing essentially for educational institutions taking into consideration
requirements of higher education institutions in Oman and India. This research work has a lot of significance as it can result in easy embedment of IT and modernization of higher education institutions that may yield enormous benefits in the field of academia. Moreover it will also improve the acceptance of cloud computing especially in higher education institutions which is mere minimal in the present scenario.

8. Review of the work related to the field of Research- already done on the subject -Present and Past Status (Approx. 200 words):

There is significant work which has been conducted on educational technology and its implementation in the past. “In 1960, the University of Illinois initiated a classroom system based in linked computer terminals where students could access informational resources on a particular course while listening to the lectures that were recorded via some form of remotely linked device like a television or audio device”. “Stanford University psychology professors Patrick Suppes and Richard C. Atkinson experimented with using computers to teach math and reading to young children in elementary schools in East Palo Alto, California”. “The Omani Society for Educational Technology (OSET) is a non-profit national organization which was established in 2007 by the ministerial decree 39/2007. The vision of the society is to advance educational technology in Oman by developing strategies that would realize the planning, implementation, and successful application of educational technology through
utilization of technical skills and resources of governmental and private educational organizations, and individuals and experts in the field of educational technology”.

Many educational institutions have begun their movement to cloud computing by outsourcing their student email provision (Sclater, 2010). Email is a basic, fairly standardized service, can be provided easily by third parties, and is arguably not core to the educational mission. Both Google and Microsoft offer email services for free to the educational sector in many countries. Cloud computing can also be implemented to create virtual labs for students to practice. The required infrastructure will be provided by the cloud where students can avail the required infrastructure to work on.

The research paper “Cloud computing and emerging IT platforms: Vision, hype, and reality for delivering computing as the 5th utility” reiterates a realistic and achievable idea that computing can be delivered as a 5th service after other basic services. This research paper defines service architecture for cloud computing that can make this possible. The research paper explains various architectures in industry which can be implemented to provide appropriate services to various organizations so that cloud computing can be provided as a service to different organizations irrespective of their scale or characteristics. The vision for computing in 21st century is that computing be provided as a utility service similar to electricity, water, telephone and gas. The perception of computer experts is that computing will be provided as a service like some other services explained above to different types of organizations based on their requirements. These organizations will be charged according to their use. Although this
paper is explaining some key aspects of cloud computing and its future use and some of
the features which are currently available however it does not explain how a particular
organization will be getting the set of services which are completely feasible and
appropriate to them. This research paper also does not explain requirement for any
further service models which may be more beneficial and appropriate for a particular
organization. This research paper does not explain any drawbacks or lacking of the
implementation or the implications if computing will be provided as a service by
implementing cloud computing. Cloud computing may be answer to many things and its
implementation may promise a lot however one needs to be aware that real benefits of
cloud computing cannot be attained by the organizations unless cloud computing
service models are resigned appropriate to various types of organizations in accordance
with their business needs and requirements. We cannot expect organizations in today’s
environment to avail the services of cloud computing at high prices and then implement
their core functional applications, customized software, web-sites, information systems
and database’s of their own. In this manner an organization is actually paying for the
cloud functions which are incomplete as overhead of development which in fact is huge
will remain with the organizations.

The need of the time is to design a more meticulous service architecture specific to each
type of the organization that can meet the requirements of that organization in a better
manner, not only providing them with infrastructure, operating system and software
however providing them an environment in which they can deploy information systems
of their need. This service architecture will result in greater implementation and
acceptance of cloud computing in various organizations irrespective of their scale and characteristics.

9. Research Gaps identified in the proposed field of investigation - Based on review (Approx. 100 words):

With advancements in Information Technology, technology assisted learning and educational technology may see one more paradigm shift in next few years by implementation of enhanced technologies in teaching and learning like Cloud Computing. Although Cloud Computing has been implemented in many fields successfully include education sector however to yield maximum benefits from cloud computing in higher education, need is to much closely understand the requirements of higher education institutions. The need of the hour is a research study which can highlight the current expectations of stake holders of Higher Education establishments’ viz-a-viz cloud computing especially in context to a specific region. The need of the hour is also to provide a more realistic and appropriate service model of Cloud for higher education establishments. Current cloud service models such as Infrastructure as a Server (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) may not fittingly fulfill the requirements of most of the educational establishments, which is biggest hindrance for educational establishments to move towards Cloud Computing.

After a detailed literature review and exhaustive reading of more than sixty research papers, journals and web resources, the following gaps were found in the area.
1. A clear picture of expectations of stakeholders of higher education establishments like educationalists, teachers, students, Lab technicians, Systems Administrators /Developers and management from cloud computing is not available and requires exhaustive data collection and analysis.

2. The current literature does not provide any clear emphasis on appropriateness of cloud services with respect to educational establishments on the foundation of some research study or survey and cannot provide enough knowledge for improving these services especially in context to educational establishments in Oman and India.

3. The current service architectures of Cloud Computing are having various limitations with respect to their implementation and embedment in educational establishments and need refinement so that unique and exclusive service architecture can be envisioned and realized for educational establishments.

The above research gaps are intended to be addressed fully or with certain limitations in this research study.
10. Chapter wise details of Proposed Research Investigation Ph.D. Thesis:

1. Introduction

This section will provide an in-depth introduction to the research problem explaining its in’s and out’s as well as providing a meticulous background of the study and clear evidences that the topic has been researched in the past and providing a brief idea about the level of research done and therein highlighting the gaps in the research.

2. Literature Review

A literature survey typically explains and puts in proper perspective what has gone before in the field of your research topic. With literature survey a researcher is able to establish a link between his research topic and the previous research done in the area, critically analyze the background of the research.

3. Proposed solution/ methodology

Choosing an appropriate methodology for the research is a challenging task. This section explains the type of methodology or methodologies adapted for the research study and underlying reasons for choosing a specific type of research methodology. This section will describe the literature that was reviewed to identify a research gap. This will include the meticulous details about various publications, conference proceedings, previous research, PHD thesis, a project report, survey previously conducted in the related field.
Literature review consists of the details taken from various sources to reach to a specific conclusion imposing a research gap.

4. Solution Validation, Analysis of the Data, Results, and Discussion

This phase includes the collection of data from various sources. This phase is a process of collection information from various sources in a systematic manner enabling a researcher to answer various questions and evaluate outcomes. The goal of data collection is to acquire quality evidence which can be transformed to a rich data analysis that will result in building a credible answer to the problems posed in the research. Analysis is a process of digging, inspecting, drilling, cleaning, transforming and modeling data with a prime motive of discovering information, Decision making and reaching conclusions. There are various approaches of data analysis, depending upon the field of research study encompassing diverse techniques with different names. Data is like building blocks which can lead to the formation of information if it is arranged in a systematic and logical manner. This information when applied or used becomes knowledge. Interpreting the data is a process of joining the dots or linking and interpreting data collected in a useful manner. This section will also be including the critical review of the results achieved and the appropriateness of the results reflecting the achievements critically. This can also include the limitations of the results achieved.
5. Conclusions / Recommendations

This section provides details of the conclusions of the research study. This chapter provides brief description of the results and their potency and extensibility to the future research or work. The conclusions section also provides the idea and scope of future research that can be done and which may lead to more benefits and fact finding.

6. Bibliography/References

A very significant and important component of any research work is the association and reference to the previous research work conducted in the similar field. This section meticulously lists the references and duly acknowledges the use of any past research work that has been used in the current research. References may also include the work done by the author of the current work previously that has been published in the past.

This section is provided in the one of the standard international styles.

7. Appendices

The conducted research may contain a large quantity of data in detail that will be too lengthy for inclusion in the main body, e.g. data collection through questionnaires, interviews, surveys etc. Appendices may include all the above types of data; it may also contain a research data which may be indirectly related to the research.
11. **Expected duration of the investigation (Year wise schedule to be give):**

A detailed schedule showing the tasks year wise is separately provided in a file. The schedule provides minute details about the tasks throughout the three years study; however this schedule is subjected to the change anytime due various reasons. A margin of + 75 working days is kept which is approximately 7.9 % of the total duration which quite fair and realistic considering huge duration of 3 years and complexity of tasks, moreover various external and internal time risks need to be kept in consideration. Days mentioned in the schedule are working days excluding Sundays. Moderation to the schedule can be made by research guide anytime that will be intimated to University appropriately.

12. **Facilities available for the investigation at scholar end and facilities required on campus:**

Research analysis will be conducted on prime higher education Institutions and Universities in Oman. Data will be collected from few Universities in India as well however most of analysis part will be done in Oman and approvals and permissions therein will be acquired by the researcher. Moreover a test bed of cloud characterizing new service architecture will also be taken care from the researcher in his parent organization. University side few resources are required mandatorily. Access to reputed journals and conference proceedings will be required especially those related to the field of cloud computing. Books on cloud computing would be required from the
university side, so that reading can be done by the scholar during his stay in the university. Scholar may need the facility of printing during the stay in University which should be granted from time to time. Library and computer lab resources may be availed by the research scholar from time to time during his stay in the University which should be granted as required.
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